
Cookham Dean U/15 105 All Out lost to Hurley U/15 106 for 2 by 8 wickets 
 
The previous night the two best teams in Europe delivered a final so dull; I had to turn to my pile of 
ironing for comfort. 
 
But tonight, the two best teams in East Berkshire Div 2 delivered a top quality game with Hurley 
coming out victors with a season's best performance, to cement their position at the head of the 
table. 
 
Cookham made a steady start to their innings, Dawkins proving tough to score off (4-3-9-0) 
before Graham (3-0-21-2) dismantled the furniture of the two openers. Sheriff (32) provided a stand 
and deliver approach with some withering strokes and having dispatched Bussell (3-0-24-2) for an 
impressive 6, fell to a wonderfully bowled googly.  
 
The Hurley support bowlers refused to let up; Kuncher (3-0-7-2) performed superbly, including a 
acrobatic diving catch from the inspired Dawkins, Norris picked up his customary wicket and Cooper 
(0.3-0-0-2) once again proving lethal at the innings end, with two further wickets and celebrations 
that can only be compared to finding a winning lottery ticket in a pair of washed jeans. Cookham 
were never able to quite escape but were still able to post a competitive total of 105 but a superb 
fielding effort from the Hurley lions, and 50% reduction in extras from their previous outing. 
 
It was also wonderful to see the return of Hurley legend, Dyson (2011-15), but we were prevented 
from seeing his painterly dabs with the bat and spinning flighted darts :( 
 
In response, Hurley got off to a difficult start with Patrick LBW early on with the score on 5. Fellow 
opener Graham (27), and Bussell (26*) batted sensibly, keeping the scoreboard ticking along and 
seeing off the impressive opening bowling attack.  
 
Graham slowly became more expansive, some powerful straight drives bringing up numerous 
boundaries and Bussell showed Rachel Riley-esque understanding of the required numbers, and run-
rate, nudging many quick singles. 
 
Once Graham had unluckily played on, Dawkins entered the fray with 55 required off 8 overs. Moses 
may have parted the seas, but Dawkins is performing to greater biblical proportions, mixing 
scampered singles with some towering strokes, despite some intelligent, well set fields by Cookham. 
 
With perfect timing that should an example to all UK train operators, the pair made the chase look 
comfortable as Dawkins (45*) dispatched an enormous straight six off Sheriff to all but see Hurley 
home, before a scampered single put the cherry on the top of a beautiful team performance. 
 
I should be celebrating with Champagne and caviar, but it's a cup of tea and a pork pie 
of questionable meat content. 
 
Thanks to Mike Walton for umpiring, Joe for scoring and parents attendance. 
 
Coaches MOM: Fergus Cooper 
Parents MOM: The Whole Team 
 


